
Artisan know-how and collaborations with the greatest 
professionals in the sector have allowed Rugiano to 
create unique, refined pieces that are able to surpass 
fads and survive the passage of time.

A Timeless Style



Founded in 1995, Rugiano is 
an Italian manufacturer of luxu-
ry furniture. The company was 
founded in the heart of the 
Brianza Furniture District in Italy, 
where unique, world-renowned 
woodworking techniques and 
processes have been employed 
for over a century. 

Italian Tradition



Rugiano’s philosophy stands behind the exqui-
site finishes, the care for the details, the finesse 
of the handcrafted pieces, the use of new mate-
rials and the reinterpretation of the classic ones.

Attention to Detail and 
Fine Materials



Rugiano is the ideal brand for anyone who wants ultra-high quality furniture in contemporary style. 
Furniture items crafted by Rugiano represent the achievement of a synthesis between a wide range 
of materials including metal, wood, leather, marble and glass.

Rugiano Interiors: Indoor





Every single product is the result of a sapient mix of technical and artistic knowhow and giving every 
single project an unique atmosphere.

 

Rugiano Interiors: Outdoor





Drawing inspiration from iconic art pieces of the Italian Renaissance, Rugiano created a range of 
tables featuring DECORO tops, entirely hand-painted by expert craftsmen.

Made with the essence of Italian chic poured into each one, it is difficult not to become captivated 
by the charms of a collection rendered by expert Italian craftsmen and artisans all united with the 
aim of injecting a little decadence into the spaces of your home.

Expertise in Wood Decoration







Various combinations of styles reinterpret classic atmospheres for a type of exclusive design which is 
particularly attentive to a trend that offers timeless value.

 

A Made in Rugaino Atmosphere



















Rugiano brand is synonymous with style that originates from 
distinguished and unique creations, designed to be timeless 
and valuable.

Style that also originates from collaborations with famous pro-
fessionals and architects, from the technical knowledge and 
craftsmanship of those who can turn dreams into matter, and 
from a sapient use of noble and selected materials, from met-
al to wood to leather.

That’s the style that comes with Rugiano Furniture.
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